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«Planet of Mubu» is a top-down puzzle with elements of shooter and runner in the green alien civilization setting. The
combination of challenging puzzles and crazy shootouts will not let you get bored, and high-speed races will diversify your

gameplay. Explore the alien planet, discover all secret places, collect every bonus and get a reward!
Conquer the «Planet of Mubu»!

BONUS! The Original Soundtrack!
All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!

About.
«Planet of Mubu» is the one of the greenest planets in the galaxy. High-tech civilization «Mubu» owns and protecting it for

ages.
You have a team of five alien invaders. They arrived from far space to the «Planet of Mubu» to conquer it and get a lot of
different resources. Find out how will war between ancient civilization and merciless aliens in the game «Planet of Mubu»!

Features.

1. Every alien hero have a special ability. Use them to solve puzzles and overcome all obstacles!

2. World «Planet of Mubu» hides a lot of mystery places and secret bonuses. Find then all and get a reward!
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3. Seven locations for every taste:

Forest is a giant area. Explore it, and you can find bonuses and portals to the new areas. Get out of the borders because there are
the most interesting thins there!

Puzzle is a location which is a one big puzzle. Use unique abilities of alien invaders to solve them all!
Arena is a big area for deadly battles. Destroy everyone and try he taste of victory!

Run – tick-tock! Get hurry to get to the end of the map or die! Collect bonuses and try to not get into the traps!
Viking – your sword is your revenge!
Maze – big maze... or very big maze!

Boss – fight with the boss! Every boss is unique and the have their own weaknesses. Use them and defeat these creatures!

Graphics.
1. The world of «Planet of Mubu» has been drawn with only 12 colors.

2. All basic objects have a smooth animation.
3. Soft color palette will help you to relieve stress.

Music.
Great soundtrack with a guitar and elements of chiptune.

All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!
Crazy playlist:

Title theme - 1:35 min

Map theme - 0:41 min

Tutorial theme - 0:27 min

Forest theme - 2:09 min

Puzzle theme - 1:07 min

Arena theme - 1:05 min

Run theme - 2:07 min

Viking theme - 1:06 min

Maze theme - 1:14 min

Boss theme - 1:10 min

Bonus track - 1:00 min

Good Luck!
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Title: Planet of Mubu
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anatoliy Loginovskikh
Publisher:
Zotdinex
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse and keyboard

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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planet of mubu. planet of mubu steam

Pretty simple tower defense game. Very sound mechanically, but nothing special graphically. Kind of a throwback arcade-style
game.. Anonymous Me is a Hack and Slash Platformer, that feels well developed for an early access game.

You can find a about 37 minutes of gameplay with commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DY1TP3UvdFE

The games name on steam really doesn't do the game any credit. I'm not sure how it relates to the game, as your character is
named early on. That said, it is a solid Hack and Slash Platformer with a well developed combat system for an early access
game.

As you would expect from early access, there are issues. But so far in my gameplay I have not found anything in the playing
mechanics itself. The game did not crash for me, and in the video above I describe the 2 major issues I came across and how I
got past them. Really, its the menu systems that need work in some areas.

Being a game translated from Chinese to English, there are the usual localization issue of grammar and spelling. Some of the
conversation windows are too long and half the sentence is lost somewhere off the side of the screen. I am hoping small issues
like this can be sorted in early access.

So far the gameplay is well done, and it feels at though a lot of time has gone into it. Only the first chapter is included so far, but
I have gotten several hours out of it. If the other 3 chapters are as long, I feel you will get value for the price in game length.

The graphics look very nice (imho), and the music and ambient sound also fit. The weapons sounds don't seem to have a large
variety, but this does not detract from the gameplay.

For negatives, there is a range of enemy types, but not a large amount so far through my playthrough. This results in fighting the
same guys over and over in varying combinations. I didn't feel bored when playing it, but it is something to keep in mind. In the
video above where I did the first 2 bosses and their stages, there were 6 common enemy types that I encountered.

The bosses on hard are very much that - for me at least - but on easy I have cruised through the game without any real difficulty.
I feel the game is lacking a medium difficulty level, as easy can offer too small of a challenge for some players, whereas dying
repeatedly to a boss on hard is frustrating.

I have enjoyed my time with Anonymous Me and I am happy to recommend this game but do keep in mind it is early access. It
has some bugs that need to be fixed and localization that could really do with improvement, but I have found the gameplay solid
and feel the final length should be suitable for the current cost.. Paid for all the episodes long long long time ago hmmm still
selling that package and nothing released.. i have lots of lags and i did not enjoy playing. If like me you forget to save often and
die stupidly it can be a long boring slog to redo from said last save point. More less ok cards and backgrounds.

The game really got bad reviews due to the empty scenario that just haves nothing .The cards do give a bit in return but not my
fav game for the money you would spend .
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Great utility that should be native, but well worth the few bucks.. The engine is slow...never quite sure if the game has froze or
still loading. the turns are slow and laggy. The game play its self is poor. Unless you like a laggy game that constantly over rides
your orders and does what it wants anyway then hands you your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the moment you start to turn
things around this game isn't for you. I have invested enough hours to assess this game as a boat anchor.. BUY THIS GAME!.
I'm a fan of Settlers so I was hoping it would be something like that. I think overall this game is too green. There's no instant
gratification, there's no entertainment. You follow the tasks but they're not even fun. And OMG what's going on with all the
text! it's like the Wikipedia times 10. Everything comes witha long text even if you're just cutting a tree I mean come on! There
are 6 villagers to start with, and they will all talk and talk and talk. And you cant even close those texts right away, they even
have a slow slide animation. At one point your screen will be full of messages and texts of all kind, none relevant, none
enjoyable, none entertaining. This game feels like filling paperwork.

And for the record I do appreciate a good story. But this is not the case. The text is just noisy. There's no script, some villager
drama at min 0? why would you care about this long complaint made by a hunter about patroling woods when you dont even
have a house and are trying to figure how to make the dumb villagers move and chop some trees. It's so dumb. A great option
for beginners to the visual novel medium and a decent port from the PS4/VITA versions, though chapter 9 in particular gets a
bit samey and tedious despite what route you are aiming for. Aside from that the artwork is very nostalgic, reminds me of a late
90s style similar to Kosuke Fujishima's work as well as being reminiscent of the art style of Love Plus. Admittedly the
soundtrack was a teensy bit lacking, but for the length of the game it was somewhat appropriate.

Overall I personally enjoyed this and would recommend those who are interested in the medium and/or in the mystery genre to
try it out. It really is horrific, downright absurd, comedic, or deeply saddening depending on the route you achieve, with the true
ending being the sweetest reward for all those hours of hardwork.

Overall Score: 8/10

Protip: If you are going to play through the game BLIND on your first run like I did, be prepared for missing an achievement or
two.. need brain to play but I don't have brain
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